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ABSTRACT 

In the past decade, the virtual reality (VR) technique has been becoming a popular 

marketing tool on e-commerce websites, where the consumers are allowed to interact 

with the products and have a vivid shopping experience simulated to the real world. 

Despite of the advantages, VR shopping is still at its early stage due to some difficulties, 

namely, 1) complex communication among VR components, backend relational 

databases, and web services, 2) meaningful interpretation of mined patterns into the user 

behavior through VR tools, and 3) vast amount of information to mine and efficient 

summarization of the results to guide user’s navigation. 

To overcome these obstacles, several techniques from the fields of Information 

Retrieval and Data Mining & Knowledge Discovery have been adopted and extended for 

the development of our system that is able to recommend products computationally 

according to the user’s preference. These techniques include ranking in a Vector-Space 

Model to profile user’s behavior based on their demographic information and mining 

Association Rules to analyze user’s choices as well as real-time navigational behavior. 

This system can adapt itself to meet each individual’s interest progressively. It is our 

ultimate goal to provide a general framework that can be applied to any web-based e-

commerce applications where customers can find the most fitting products efficiently and 

effectively under a virtual reality environment. 

 



 

 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivations 

The World Wide Web, a virtually infinite storage space, contains huge amount of data and 

information. In such a huge and global information center, the users are provided with a 

wide variety of resources and messages. It also enables the marketers to easily reach the 

customers and promote their brands or products by offering vast product information and 

options. As consumers’ acceptance of online shopping has grown, retail e-commerce has 

evolved to encompass various goods and services, and consumers continue to expand 

their online shopping experience into new product categories (Cole, Suman, Schramm, 

Lunn, & Aquino, 2003). There is no doubt that the e-commerce has become an essential 

marketing strategy in business. However, due to the increasing number of choices to 

make and vast information to process, online shopping could be an exhausting and 

overwhelming experience for the online customers. One solution to this information 

overload problem is to tailor the website to the users’ needs and provide the consumers 

with personalized information.  
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1.2  A need for Adapting Recommendation System 

The CEO of Amazon.com, Jeff Bezos, once said, “If I have 3 million customers on the 

Web, I should have 3 million stores on the Web.” His words are simple but powerfully 

point out the importance of web personalization. Web personalization can be defined as 

“any action that adapts the information or services provided by a Web site to the needs of 

a particular user or a set of users, taking advantage of the knowledge gained from the 

users’ navigational behavior and individual interests, in combination with the content and 

the structure of the Web site (Eirannis & Vazirgiannis, 2003).” In the real world, it is 

nearly impossible to build a brick-and-mortar store for every single customer. However, 

on the Web, by the means of personalized techniques and recommendation systems, 

every customer can virtually shop at his or her own store with tailored information and 

product arrays according to the individual needs and preferences.  

Recommendation systems have been widely used as a customization tool to 

predict consumers’ interests in the products and have been increasingly popular on the 

Internet. E-commerce sites, such as Amazon.com and eBay, use recommendation systems 

to provide consumers with tailored information based on demographic information, past 

shopping behavior, ratings, or the top overall sellers in order to help consumers decide 

which products to purchase (Schafer, Konstan, & Riedl, 1999). E-commerce websites 

with recommendations systems create a fantastic shopping environment in which every 

customer is treated individually with specific information. Recommendation systems can 

be considered as every customer’s personal assistants or consultants while shopping as 

they can dynamically re-arrange the display of the other products for the next choice. 

Rather than being exposed to the fixed webpage, the users are provided with flexible 
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product presentation and suggested with suitable items. With the assistance of 

recommendation systems, not only can consumers spend less time surfing or looking for 

the products that interest them but also find the potential items that they might not know 

yet. 

The major objective of this project is to propose a hybrid recommendation system 

for a 3D virtual reality furniture website by analyzing the users’ demographic data, such 

as gender and income information, with a combination of weighting method imposed on 

the features of the chosen items to offer the recommendation lists and product 

presentations adapted to each customer. When shopping for expensive or high-

involvement products on a website, like cars and furniture, consumers’ purchase decision 

making is more complex and time consuming because more product messages and 

individual-difference moderators are involved (Putrevu & Lord, 2003). The choices of 

furniture depends on individual factors, such as background, tastes, and budgets, 

combined with a consideration of product features, such as price, comfort levels and 

styles. In our proposed recommendation system, several techniques, including Vector-

Space Model from Information Retrieval and Association Rules from Data Mining, are 

adopted in order to generate a hybrid self-learning recommendation system. With this 

system, the customers can very likely find the most suitable furniture products in the 

shortest time without spending much effort. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 3D Virtual Reality in E-commerce  

The advanced technology of virtual reality has been recently applied on the e-commerce 

website where the consumers can inspect the product from different angles and 

manipulate it to create visual images. It also enables the customers to mix and match 

products from different categories to see if they fit together. Such virtual experience, 

defined as “psychological and emotional states that consumers undergo while interacting 

with products in a 3D environment” (Li, Daugherty, & Biocca, 2001), has been found to 

enhance the consumers’ product knowledge, engage the customers to the website, build 

positive attitudes toward the brand and increase the likelihood to purchase (Li, Daugherty, 

& Biocca, 2002). It is suggested that the interactivity on an e-commerce website leads to 

more information processing (Sicilia, Ruiz, & Munuera, 2005) and can entice the 

customers to visit that retailer’s brink-and-motor store (Fiore & Fin, 2003). The inherent 

advantages of 3D virtual environments where the consumers can control over the product 

information and enjoy the novel experience make the e-commerce site a more powerful 

tool than the traditional stores and a more attractive one than the 2D sites (Edwards & 
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Gangadharbatla 2001; Li et al., 2002).  

However, even though the 3D virtual stores outperform the traditional ones in 

many ways that customers can navigate at their own pace, search for the product 

information and interact with plenty of products, a poorly designed virtual e-commerce 

website can have some adverse effects on the consumer’s shopping experience (Chen, 

Gillenson and Sherrell, 2004). Facing the huge quantity of products and details on a 

virtual reality store, the customers expect high quality guidance and assistance in finding 

their ideal products. It urges the need to personalize the e-commerce website by offering 

dynamic recommendations according to the individual customer’s behaviors and personal 

needs. In this way, a virtual reality e-commerce website can enrich the users’ shopping 

experience and achieve its maximum effectiveness.  

 

2.2 Web Personalization & Recommendation Systems 

Web personalization, consisted of activities such as providing customized information, 

changing the webpage layouts and adapting the contents tailored to the user’s need, has 

become an essential part of a website to enhance its compatibility and attractiveness. The 

recommendation system (e.g., Schafer et al., 1999) or interactive decision aids (e.g., 

Haubl & Trifts, 2000) can be considered as one form of personalization to facilitate in 

helping the users making purchase decisions.  

One of the main differences between the traditional brick-and-mortar stores and e-

commerce websites is the virtually infinite product presentation room or shelf-space on 

the Web. Unlike the traditional stores which have limited storage, the E-commerce 

websites provide the consumers a wide variety of options, alternatives and product 
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information. The diversity of product choices and the abundance of messages on an e-

commerce site have led to the demand of web personalization and real-time adaptation 

catering to the user’s need. It is because the shopping experience can be overwhelming 

especially when there is no assistance available in deciding what products to purchase. In 

addition, the effort and time spent on searching aimlessly may lead to poor quality of 

decision and dissatisfaction of the consumers (Chen et al., 2004). Therefore, to find the 

ideal products in mind effectively and efficiently, online customers not only look for the 

suggestions from their peers, and editorial picks (Smith, Menon, & Sivakumar, 2005) but 

also heavily count on the real-time recommendation systems featured on the e-commerce 

websites (Haubl & Trift, 2000; Senecal & Nantel, 2004), such as Yahoo!, eBay and 

Amazon.com (Ansari, Essegaier, & Kohli, 2000).  

The recommendation system, a technology that enables the e-commerce websites 

to predict a user’s interest for a product and provide personal shopping assistance 

according to individual background information, preferences and needs, have become a 

reliable and influential tool for the customers (Haubl & Trifts, 2000; Senecal & Nantel, 

2004). Evidently, more and more e-commerce sites resort to recommendation systems to 

interact with the customers and hopefully increase sales. There are a number of 

techniques involved in web personalization and recommendation systems, such as user 

profiling, Web usage mining log analysis, and information retrieval (Eirinaki & 

Vazirgiannis, 2003). The following paragraphs provide overview of some of these 

techniques.    
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User Profiling  

The idea of user profiling is to divide the total users of a database into several subsets 

based on their similar characteristics or navigating behaviors. For each subset, the 

prediction is made from the averaged opinions across the whole users (Eirinaki & 

Vazirgiannis, 2003). In other words, when the recommendation system makes a 

suggestion for a user, the decision is made upon the majority in that subset profile. 

Sometimes, one customer can be represented partially in several subsets; then, the 

prediction will be weighted by degree of participation (Schafer, Konstan, & Reidl, 2001). 

Once the profiling process is complete, the performance of analyzing can be enhanced 

because the size of users in each group is smaller. Most of the time, user profiling is 

considered as a first step to reduce and filter a large size of users. 

 

Association Rules  

Association Rules (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993; Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) in 

data mining is a technique that analyzes the correlations and patterns between sets of 

items. It has been widely used for the past decade, mostly by retails stores, to find out the 

preferences across the products and consumers’ purchase behaviors. Association rules 

make the predictions based on the products they already chosen. The number of possible 

association rules grows along with the increasing number of products. With two user-

defined parameters, support and confidence, the number of association rules to show can 

be restrained. This method is commonly used by large population rather than individuals 

and is more suitable for static information than rapidly changing data format. 
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Web Usage Mining 

Web usage mining is the process of applying data mining techniques to discover the 

consumers’ behavioral patterns based on web data. The overall process of web usage 

mining can be generally divided into two main tasks: data preparation and pattern 

discovery (Eirinaki & Vazirgiannis, 2003). As a user’s online activity always leaves a 

virtual trail, such as how long he/she has been on a page or a site, what mouse movement 

has occurred, as well as the content of every incoming and outgoing messages. Therefore, 

by analyzing and finding out the relationships between/among these web data, the 

recommendation system can determine the user’s preferences and further predict or 

recommend the products that might interest him/her (Cho, Kim, and Kim, 2002).  

 

2.3 Types of Recommendation Systems 

A good recommendation system can increase sales of an e-commerce website because it 

turns browsers into buyers, builds rapports, enhance brand loyalty, and increases cross-

sell (Schafer et al., 2001). Ansari and his colleagues suggest that recommendations can be 

generated at least based on the following five sources: “(1) a person’s expressed 

preferences or choices among alternative products, (2) preferences for product attributes, 

(3) other people’s preferences or choices, (4) expert judgments, and (5) individual 

characteristics that may predict preferences” (Ansari et al., 2000). Such information can 

be acquired from a user’s explicit profiles, real-time navigational behaviors, ratings, as 

well as the product choices, and can be stored organizationally in the database. By 

knowing the users well, providing immediate interactions and adapting dynamically to 

different needs, recommendation systems can enhance the customers’ purchase 
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experiences and ultimately benefit the e-commerce website (Schafer et al., 1999). In the 

literature, a large number of recommendation techniques have been developed and 

applied (e.g., Ardissono, Goy, Meo, Petrone, Console, Lesmo, Simone & Torasso, 1999; 

Cho et al., 2002; Krulwich, 1997; Lee, Liu, & Liu, 2002; Lekakos & Giaglis, 2007). 

These systems can be generally categorized into four: demographic filtering approach, 

collaborative filtering approach, content-based filtering approach, and hybrid approach.  

 

Demographic filtering: 

Similar to the traditional marketing segmentation methods, demographic filtering 

approaches categorize the customers and make recommendations based on their explicit 

personal information and demographic data. These data are “objective facts” such as 

record data, geographic data, personal attributes, psychographic data and lifestyle (Kobsa, 

Koenemann, & Pohl, 2001). Normally, the users’ demographic or background 

information is obtained during the registration process and analyzed with techniques such 

as classification, clustering, user profiling, information retrieval, or data mining (Ansari, 

Essegaier, & Kohli, 2000; Cole, Suman, Schramm, Lunn, & Aquino, 2003). This 

approach attempts to discover the hidden correlations between the stereotypical 

descriptions of a user (such as gender, age, occupation, ethnicity, and income) and the 

features of the selected item in order to create an initial screening model for the user (e.g. 

Ardissono & Goy, 2000; Ardissono, Goy, Meo, Petrone, Console, Lesmo, Simone, & 

Torasso, 1999; Kruwlich, 1997; Pazzani, 1999).  

 Although this approach has been widely employed in the marketing to 

segment the customers and predict their interests, there are some critical shortcomings. 
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For example, because it classifies users and makes recommendations based on statistic 

descriptions and stereotypical judgment, the filtering results may be too generalized and 

neglect individuals’ specific needs, like looking for a gift. Also, the user’s registered 

information is not updated and could become meaningless over time. Therefore, 

demographic filtering method is rarely used as an independent tool in recommender 

systems (Burke, 2002; Montaner, Lopez, & Rosa, 2003; Wei, Moreau, & Jenning, 2005). 

However, when integrated with the user’s real-time behaviors by combining other 

filtering techniques, it can function as an effective fundamental screening tool to initially 

rule out redundant information (e.g., Vozalis & Margaritis, 2004; Ardisso et al., 1999; 

Ardissono & Goy, 2000).  

 

Content-based filtering:  

Content-based filtering approaches make recommendations simply based the features of 

the user’s previously evaluated items. This method is based on the assumption that “a 

user’s previous preferences or interests are reliable indicators for his/her future behavior 

(Lekakos & Giaglis, 2007).” In other words, this kind of systems tends to recommend 

items similar to the one that the customer has purchased or shown interests. However, 

predictions based on this method are too subjective and the variety of choices provided to 

the users is restricted (Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997; Wei et al., 2005). If the 

recommendation system can only suggest the items with the same or relevant features 

that already highlighted in a user’s profile, then he/she may not have the chance to be 

introduced the items that he/she has not noticed yet. Another weakness of the content-

based filtering method is that it can only support certain kinds of text-based documents or 
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well-structured data, but not those complicated mixed information which machine cannot 

parse, such as movies or music (Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997). For text format content, 

it even has to ignore the text surround the images, not to mention the aesthetic related 

multimedia information. Therefore, this system is often used when recommending items 

with text or informative features, such as books (e.g., Mooney & Roy, 2000), news 

articles (e.g., Lang, 1995), and web pages (e.g., Pazzani, 1997). 

 

Collaborative filtering:  

Collaborative filtering approaches, instead of recommending based on his/her own past 

choices, suggest the user potential items that are highly rated by other customers 

(Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997). The prediction is based on the assumption that people 

who have common needs or interests tend to like the same products. In other words, 

unlike content-based filtering, which analyzes the correlations between the current 

customer and the previous behaviors, collaborative filtering methods find out the 

relationships among the users who have shown similar interests. 

 Although the collaborative filtering can solve the problems of contend-based 

filtering, inevitably, a pure collaborative filtering certainly introduces its own weaknesses. 

First of all, since the system recommends items based on other people’s interests and 

ratings, it is not possible to recommend a new item until this new item has been 

introduced to some users in some other ways. Another problem is that it requires a lot of 

people to participate. If there is a special user who has a totally different taste compared 

to the majority of the population, then the suggestion based on other people’s rating will 

be a poor recommendation to him/her  
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Hybrid approach:  

All of the three filtering methods discussed have some shortcomings and rarely can work 

independently to make high quality recommendations. Therefore, several hybrid 

approaches have been proposed in order to integrate different approaches to complement 

each other and make the most suitable recommendations (e.g., Burke, 2002; Lekakos & 

Giaglis, 2007; Pazzani, 1999; Balabanovic & Shoham 1997). Pazzani (1999) combines 

collaborative, content-based and demographic filtering approaches to build a system to 

recommend restaurants. Balabanovic and Shoham (1997) announced a hybrid system 

combining content-based and collaborative recommendation. 

  

2.4 The Proposed System 

In the literature, a number of recommendation systems have been proposed but rarely are 

designed specifically for the virtual e-commerce environment. As the fact that the e-

commerce merchants are turning to 3D product presentations to stand out in such a 

competitive environment, the scarcity of literature in recommendation systems targeting 

virtual e-commerce website has evoked the need to create an adapting system focused on 

the 3D virtual reality shopping environment 

 The current thesis presents a progressive adapting hybrid ranking system for  

a 3D virtual reality e-commerce furniture website that assist the customers choose the 

products  by providing personalized product presentation and recommendations in two 

steps. First, we utilize the user profiling approach to cluster the users into several profiles 

based on the concept of demographic filtering (see Chapter 4), then we adopt the vector-
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space model method to determine similarity between each profile and every product (see 

Section 5.1). The higher level of similarity between the vectors of a profile and a product 

infers the higher possibility a customer would be interested in that product. Thus, by 

comparing the results, the system is able to make suggestions on products to any 

customer according to their profiles. 

 Although this system can customize its content to different users based on 

their demographic information, the recommendation is insufficient in quality. Therefore, 

we resort to another well-known approach association rules (see Section 5.2) to enhance 

the function. We adopt association rules to discover the hidden pattern of a customer’s 

purchase behaviors based on the items that he/she has chosen. Consequently, the 

suggestion made by the system is based on not only the customer’s profile but also on 

his/her personal interest. The entire procedures of this hybrid ranking system are 

discussed from Chapter 3 to Chapter 5, and a detailed example is demonstrated in 

Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3 

A Progressive Personalized Hybrid 

Ranking System 

 

3.1 Preliminaries 

The self-learning device on behalf of each user to personalize the contents, features, and 

structures of any applications is considered as an adapting system. Specifically, this 

concept was introduced to the recommendation systems in e-commerce websites to 

establish a vivid shopping environment for the customers. Rather than showing the 

customers 2D product presentation, 3D virtual stores provide more facets of the products 

that encourage the customers to interact and enhance their shopping experience. A 

previous study indicates that through the interactivities between the customers and 3D 

marketing signs, predictions about the consumers’ final decisions can be made 

(Pennington, 2001). AWE3D (Adaptive Web 3D), a project built upon this idea, was 

proposed with a general approach for adaptive 3D Web sites (Chittaro & Ranon, 2002). 

Similarly, the objective of our system is to develop a 3D virtual reality e-commerce 

interface where the consumers can interact with the products at ease while the website 
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caters to the need of each individual customer.  

The decision-making process in purchasing furniture is complex, involving the 

consideration of trade-offs between important attributes such as price, style, construction 

quality, comfort and other features. It also requires the consumers to spend a huge amount 

of time and efforts in comparing, selecting, and testing until they find the most suitable 

one. Therefore, for a furniture e-commerce website, where the customers are not able to 

touch or feel the real product, a 3D virtual reality design could amend the deficiency 

because it allows the customers to inspect the products with various facets and try various 

combinations of furniture sets. In addition, to improve the customers’ shopping 

experience and increase their satisfaction, recommendation systems play an essential role 

in assisting them making high-quality decisions. 

Every time a registered customer visits the website, the proposed system is able to 

recognize the user, learn the user’s interests or preferences and adapt itself to meet the 

user’s needs. Ultimately, this system can not only predict the items a regular customer 

might purchase next time but also suggest items to any first-time users based on their 

demographic background and real-time navigation behaviors. 

 

3.2 Overview 

To develop this shopping interface, some pretests have been conducted to gather basic 

information about the products and customers. To come up with a variety of product 

choice alternatives, we conducted two pretests using a temporary website as the stimuli 

development and found out the most popular features that the customers consider 

important by survey. Then, we compared the results to a real furniture retailer’s samples 
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(see Section 3.3).  

As to the consumers, we conducted another pretest survey to gather the 

participants’ background information and their real-time navigational behavior to 

generate user profiles with demographic filtering concept (see Section 3.4). User 

profiling is an important step in our recommendation system. Further discussion and 

details are presented independently in the next chapter (see Chapter 4). 

After the user profiles are set, the website start recording the customers’ real-time 

shopping behavioral information, including the total amount of time spending on each 

product, all-time mouse events, such as the total number of clicks and the targets of those 

clicks, as well as their final decision. Inevitably, to keep track of above movements and 

analyze their relationships, a database to store all the information has to be created. The 

database design is discussed in section 3.5. 

A virtual reality living room where the consumers can interact with the furniture 

pieces and try different displays is created with the applications from a third-party 

company, EON Reality Inc. (www.eonreality.com). The overall page layout of the 

website is shown in section 3.6. 

 

3.3 Varieties of the Product Category 

To build a reasonable and meaningful recommendation system, several considerations 

and steps were taken when choosing the products to be featured in the website. All of the 

furniture items in this virtual e-commerce website were created based on the results from 

the pretests so that the furniture choice alternatives can be relevant and realistic for the 

consumer. 
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In the beginning, two pretests were conducted to extract important attributes of 

the products. First, 88 students were asked to write down five most important features of 

a sofa, a chair and a table individually assuming that they were shopping for new 

furniture. Then, they were asked to estimate the range of price that they would be willing 

to pay for each item as well as the furniture set (a sofa, chair, and table). The other pretest, 

a total of 242 adult participants were asked to indicate the importance of the selected 

attributes on a 7-point scale. 1 means “not important compared to the other 

consideration”; 7 stands for “very critical”. These attributes contain: attractive design, 

comfort, construction quality, quality of material, brand, fashion, range of price, 

durability, variety of fabrics, versatile, attractive color, pattern of fabric, and ease of 

maintenance.  

Based on the results of these two pretests, the most important attributes were 

chosen (see Table 3-1). The level of prices was chosen based on the results from the 

pretests and industry practices as well. The validity of price ranges was confirmed by a 

convenient sample of retailers. The most common furniture styles that the consumers 

recognize are traditional, modern and casual. Each furniture model was created with three 

different colors. The selected attributes/levels were combined to create choice alternatives 

using the fractional factorial design available through SAS’s JMP software 

(www.jmp.com). The restrictions were applied to the profile construction process in that 

the lowest prices ($499 and $299 for sofas; $399 and $199 for chairs; and $149 for tables) 

were not allowed to combine with the highest level of construction quality and the 

expensive materials like leather.  In the end, 51 choice alternatives were created for the 

sofa category, 38 for chair category, and 28 for table category. 
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To improve this system, we have extended the original elected attributes by 

adding more color choices in each category of products (sofa, chair and table). In addition, 

for pursuing the accuracy of analyzing, another attribute, design, including features such 

as metal and medium wood were added in the product category (see section 5.1.2). 

 

Table 3-1: Important features extract from two pretests for furniture choice alternatives 

 Attribute Attribute Range 

Sofa Price $1,799 $1,299 $999 $699 $499 $299 

 Comfort ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Construction quality ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Style Traditional Modern Casual    

 Color/Material Color1 Color2 Color3 …   

Chair Price $999 $799 $599 $399 $199  

 Comfort ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Construction quality ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Style Traditional Modern Casual    

 Color/Material Color1 Color2 Color3 …   

Table Price $549 $349 $149    

 Construction quality ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Ease of maintenance ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲    

 Style Traditional Modern Casual    

 Color/Material Color1 Color2 Color3 …   

 
▲ Fair ▲▲ Moderate ▲▲▲ Superior 

 
 

3.4 Database Design 

3.4.1 User Profiling Database 

Every participant’s demographic/ background information is the fundamental data 

to develop our profiling system. To obtain this information, every user is required to 

register a unique user ID (userid) and fill out a short registration form by answering some 
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questions. Then they can begin visiting the e-commerce website while their interactive 

responses are tracked and recorded. Furthermore, in order to compare their current 

shopping/navigation behavior with the previous ones, the number of times a particular 

consumer has visited, which is denoted as sn is recorded. A parameter called session, 

combined with userid and sn are used to distinguish the user’s shopping behavior during 

each visiting. Table 3-2 shows some of the customers’ final decisions in our database. For 

example, “jsimonfl-1” means it is the first time the user “jsimonfl” (userid) visiting this 

website. However, since this project is a preliminary experiment, none of the users has 

visited the website twice or more. Otherwise, data such as “jsimonfl-2” that indicates the 

user’s second visit may exist.  

 

Table 3-2: Some examples from final decisions table 
 

Session Sofa Chair Table 

jsimonfl-1 sofa10 chair21 table19 

rayne17-1 sofa37 chair13 table13 

gatorjan-1 sofa18 chair23 table23 

 

The user’s real-time behaviors, such as how much time he/she spends on every 

item and how they interact with the features on left or/and right panels are also 

determinant data in this systems. Recording the user’s interactions with the panels is done 

by tracking their mouse movement: OnClick, same as left click. In the “Action” field, 

from start and finish, the total amount of time each user spends on every page can be 

calculated (see Table 3-3). In addition, setsofa indicates that the users takes a look at how 

a furniture would fit in the VR living room; oncheck means the user wants to 

select/deselect the furniture as one of his/her favorite item; enlarge implies the user  
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Table 3-3: The navigational behavior during the shopping on the sofa page from a user 

Action Target Time 

start 2007-04-16 10:06:44 

setsofa sofa4 2007-04-16 10:07:13 

setsofa sofa39 2007-04-16 10:07:43 

setsofa sofa14 2007-04-16 10:07:53 

oncheck sofa14 2007-04-16 10:08:13 

setsofa sofa41 2007-04-16 10:08:18 

setsofa sofa45 2007-04-16 10:08:20 

oncheck sofa4 2007-04-16 10:08:24 

enlarge sofa11 2007-04-16 10:08:25 

setsofa sofa11 2007-04-16 10:08:27 

setsofa sofa27 2007-04-16 10:08:37 

oncheck sofa27 2007-04-16 10:08:42 

setsofa sofa18 2007-04-16 10:09:01 

setsofa sofa27 2007-04-16 10:09:10 

setsofa sofa27 2007-04-16 10:09:12 

finish 2007-04-16 10:09:24 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

User Profiling Database 
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(Each page displays 
one group of product 

category) 

Web page 
(Last page for final 

decision) 
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Login/Registration 
Web page 

(Welcome page) 

Figure 3-1: Scheme of User Profiling Database 
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would like to view the larger image of this furniture.  

User profiling method is based on consumers’ demographic information, real-time 

navigational behaviors, and final decisions. The scheme of User Profiling Database is 

illustrated in Figure 3-1, and further details will be discussed in chapter 4. 

 
 
3.4.2 Vectors Database 

Our hybrid ranking approach involves a lot of complex vectors and matrices calculation. 

The process determines how much time the system needs to generate a recommendation. 

If we do not compute a large part of the statistic data and exploit the database to store 

them in advance, a user might experience lag or feel tired of waiting for the interactions 

of our e-commerce website. Therefore, by calculating the data in the off-line phase, we  
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profile and every product category 

                      Uploading the similarity (ranking) 
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Vector of all User 

Profiles 

 
Vectors Database 

 
Vectors of all product 

categories 

                   

 

 

Figure 3-2: Scheme of Vectors Database 
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are able to accelerate our ranking system by reducing the time spent on processing.  

One advantage of our hybrid ranking method is that we can compute four time-

consuming jobs during the off-line stage, including 1) computing the vectors of all user 

profiles, 2) computing the vectors of all groups of product collection, 3) finding the 

similarity of each user profile and every group of product collection, and 4) uploading the 

above useful information (similarity = ranking) into our Vectors Database. The scheme of 

Vectors Database is illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

 

3.4.3 Association Rules Database 

One of the principal techniques in our recommendation system is self-learning adapting 
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Figure 3-3: Scheme of Association Rules Database 
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approach. The concept of adapting system is to adjust itself to the interest of each 

individual. However, a recommendation, made without considering a user’s personal 

interests and simply relying on the opinions of the majority in his/her profile, is too 

general and arbitrary. To overcome this issue, we adopt association rules from data 

mining, a method to detect correlations of specific values between each categorical 

variable in any set of items. By integrating this concept into our system, we discover the 

correlations between each choice of a particular user on every group of product collection 

(sofa, chair, and table) and then predict his/her preferences. The scheme of User Profiling 

Database is illustrated in Figure 3-3. 

 

3.5 Website Design 

Most of the websites, especially the e-commerce sites, use 2D content interface; however,  

3D virtual reality techniques, which have been proved to increase the interactivities and 

enhance the consumers’ shopping experience, have been considered a prominent 

marketing tool and an essential part in developing e-commerce websites. (Fiore & Jin, 

2003; Chittaro & Ranon, 2002). 

First of all, a 3D virtual reality (VR) e-commerce website resembles the real 

world shopping environment so that the customers may feel more comfortable while 

interacting with it. Besides, by providing a more visually attractive shopping interface, it 

is more likely to trigger the positive feelings and engage the consumers emotionally with 

the website. Therefore, in the proposed e-commerce interface, a virtual reality living 

room where the consumers can interact with the furniture products is facilitated in order  
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Figure 3-4: The process of one of our 3D chair model 

 

to provide the customers with a pleasant shopping environment. Figure 3-4 shows the 

process of one of our 3D chair model (the first from the right is the model users will see  

in our VR living room Figure 3-4). 

The website is at http://www.vr-solution.com/ with the open source database - 

MySQL. For the coding languages, we mainly use php and javascript to communicate 

with the databases and the functions of virtual reality plug-in. The website pages layout, 

which is shown in Figure 3-5, contains two panels. The left panel contains a virtual 

reality living room where the users can try the furniture products shown in the right panel.  

The users are allowed to choose any kinds of furniture (sofa, chair or table) and 

see how their selected piece of furniture or combinations fit in the VR living room the 

combination of all of them to see. The VR living room is designed with EON software 

and is embedded into the top of left panel. Currently, the file size of this 3D living room 

plus all the furniture models is about 11MB currently. Users who have never visit our 

website need to download (our website will direct the users to EON website) and install 

the plug-in to interact with the VR living room and the furniture models (after 

downloading, users will need to reboot their machines). Then, users might need to  
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Figure 3-5: Layout of our shopping interface 

 

download the file which is about 11MB. Accordingly, this process might take a while 

depending on the speed of the Internet and the quality of users’ machines.  

While interacting with the 3D objects and VR features in this system, the users 

are provided with additional product details listed below the plug-in living room. For 

example, in Figure 3-6, one sofa is selected by the user and put into the VR living room, 

where the additional product information is showing right below. This function applies to 

every item and every product category.  

In the right panel, we provide a list of products with a personalized presentation 

order that is generated and sorted by our ranking method based on each customer’s 

profile. The top 6 results, varying with the interest of each individual, will be highlighted 

as our system’s recommendations. 
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Figure 3-6: The left panel is showing the living room with EON plug-in embedded 

 

Figure 3-7 shows part of the sofa list. The consumers can see the pictures, prices, 

comfort level and construction of all the sofa products and decide which items interest 

them most. Our shopping website allows customers to select as many items as they want 

while they are viewing each group of product collection.  
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Figure 3-7: The right panel is showing the list of products which are sofas in this page  

 

After completing selection of all the product categories, a combination page (see 

Figure 3-8) will display all the products they have chosen including sofas, chairs, and 

tables. Then they will have to choose exact only one from sofas, chairs, and tables to be 

their final decision. During this process, the users are allowed to move back and forward 

until they make up their mind. 
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Figure 3-8: The combination page lists the entire favorites have been chosen by the users 
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Chapter 4 

User Profiling 

 

It has long been accepted that there are strong relationships between users’ demographic 

information and their selected products (Vozalis and Margaritis 2004). Such correlations 

can be defined and represented by determining the similarity of two sets of data, in this 

case the similarity between demographic profiles and selected products. The similarity is 

calculated by dot-product of vectors. The details about the Vector-Model method will be 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

In the recommendation system, developing a user profiling system is the first step. 

We adopt the concepts from demographic filtering and clustering techniques to initially 

define consumers’ characteristics. Demographic and background information, commonly 

used in marketing segmentation, enables the system to group users with the same 

personal attributes. Then, the patterns of shopping behavior and final decisions within a 

group will be analyzed and put into user profiles (Shardanand & Maes, 1995). Through 

this approach, we can not only find out how the background information relates to a 

user’s purchase decision but also discover the connections of the products purchased. 

In the beginning of the project, we conducted a pretest survey (281 samples) to 
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study the correlation of users’ decisions and their personal information (see Section 4.1). 

Then, after analyzing, we cluster the users based primarily on their demographic 

information into several groups and levels (see Section 4.2). We also design a profile 

filtering algorithm to find the most suitable profile for every future incoming customer 

(see Section 4.3). 

 

4.1 Pretest data 

Most of the pretest data were collected from participants at the University of Missouri 

and the University of Florida. By the time we started analyzing the pretest data, we had 

281 valid samples. In this project, a sample is considered valid if the participant had 

finished all the questionnaires and completed the entire shopping process by submitting 

their final decisions. 

Because the pretest data were mostly provided by college students, the users’ 

demographic profiles were predominantly filled by 18 to 22-year-old college students. In 

this case, because of the large number of user profiles in the subset “18 to 22 years old” 

“college students”, other subsets in Age and Profession seem trivial and cannot be used 

for comparison in the database. Therefore, the two demographic categories, Age and 

Profession, were discarded in this project. However, this problem would probably not 

occur in a real-world situation where a dominant subset should not exist as demographics 

would be spread across a variety of users.    
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4.2 Profiles Making 

After ruling out the data in Age and Profession, there are 5 categories used for 

demographic profiles in this project: Gender, Major, Marital Status, Ethnicity, and 

Annual Family Income. All the users were grouped into subsets under each category. All 

the subsets and the number of samples are shown in Table 4-1. In this project, if a subset 

contains less than 9 users, it will be considered insignificant because the results are  

 

Table 4-1: Demographic information of all valid samples (N=281) 
 

Demo. Categories Subset Samples Ratio 

Gender Male 140 50% 

Female 141 50% 

Major Business and Finance 138 49% 

Design and Construction 48 17% 

Engineering Sciences 37 13% 

Journalism and Communications 29 10% 

Marital Status Single 255 91% 

Unmarried couple 23 8% 

Married 3 1% 

Ethnicity White 199 71% 

African American 15 5% 

Asian or Pacific Islander 30 11% 

Hispanic 28 10% 

Native American 0 0% 

Other 9 3% 

Annual Family Income under $15,000 46 16% 

$15,000-$24,999 11 4% 

$25,000-$49,999 20 7% 

$50,000-$74,999 29 10% 

$75,000-$99,999 23 8% 

$100,000 or more 93 33% 

Don't know 59 21% 
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not sufficient to make effective predictions.  Thus, two subsets, Married under Marital 

Status and Native American under Ethnicity were neglected.   

 

4.2.1 Profiles - Level 1 

As seen in Table 4-1, there are 20 valid demographic subsets in the database. When 

filtering the data, these individual subsets are defined as “Level 1” profiles since the users 

are grouped based on one certain type of demographic information. In Level 1, all the 

data in each subset stand alone, rather than combined with those in another.  

However, the recommendation for any incoming customer based on only one kind 

of personal data would be too generalized. Thus, we attempt to cluster the users based on 

combinations of personal data in the demographic profiles (5 categories in the current 

project) to enhance the quality of predictions and recommendations generated by the 

systems. These profiles are defined as Level M, where M is the number of types of 

demographic information. For instance, users that share information in three demographic 

categories, e.g. “Female” and “Single” with income “Under USD 15,000” would be in 

Level 3. 

 

4.2.2 Profiles - Level 2 

It is obvious that data in Level I cannot offer reliable information because of the broad 

range of the population. Predictions made based solely on a user’s Gender, Major, 

Marital Status, Ethnicity or Income are too generalized. Therefore, it is necessary to 

“upgrade” the larger group of “Level 1” clusters into “Level 2”, where two demographic 
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categories are considered. 

After re-clustering, there are 62 groups with two demographic characteristics 

matched. In Table 4-2, the top 30 combinations are listed.  

 

Table 4-2: Level 2 Profiles, sort by N(P*) 
 

P* N(P*) Gender Ethnicity Marital Major Income 

2-1 179 White Single 

2-2 129 Female Single 

2-3 126 Male Single 

2-4 126 Single Business & Finance 

2-5 105 Female White 

2-6 102 White Business & Finance 

2-7 94 Male White 

2-8 83 Single $100,000 or more 

2-9 78 Male Business & Finance 

2-10 75 White $100,000 or more 

2-11 60 Female Business & Finance 

2-12 55 Single Don't know 

2-13 54 Business & Finance $100,000 or more 

2-14 49 Female $100,000 or more 

2-15 44 Male $100,000 or more 

2-16 44 Single under $15,000 

2-17 42 Single Design & Construction 

2-18 40 White Don't know 

2-19 38 White Design & Construction 

2-20 34 Single Engineering Science 

2-21 31 Female Design & Construction 

2-22 30 Female Don't know 

2-23 30 White under $15,000 

2-24 29 Male Don't know 

2-25 28 Single $50,000-$74,999 

2-26 28 Business & Finance Don't know 

2-27 28 Male Engineering Science 

2-28 27 Asian* Single 

2-29 27 Single Journalism & Communication 

2-30 26 Hispanic Single 

 
(P* = Profile, Asian* = Asian or Pacific Islander) 
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4.2.3 Profiles - Level 3+ 

Unfortunately in the current project, Level 3, Level 4, and Level 5 are unachievable due 

to the small size of the sample population, namely there were not enough individuals  

who shared three or more pieces of demographic information. During the user profiling 

process, the more demographic categories considered, the more personalized and detailed 

the user profiles can be. In addition, as we only recruited college students as experimental 

participants rather than a sample pool resembling the real world, there were not enough 

samples for some subsets when we started analyzing the pretest data.  

It is important to point out that this survey website is an ongoing project and is 

still running to collect data. Hopefully, we will have “Level 3”, “Level 4”, and even 

“Level 5” in the future, once we have collected a larger and more representative sample. 

With a larger, more representative sample, we might be able to expand our profiling, by 

including the two categories Age and Profession and by adding more demographic or 

lifestyle categories, once data from participants outside the campus is gathered.  

 

4.3 Profile Filter 

As soon as a new user registers, his/her information is categorized into different subsets 

under the main demographic categories. Then, the profile filtering system would 

automatically scan the profiles starting from Level M, where the most various 

combinations of subsets are contained, until it finds a match profile. The scheme of our 

profile filter is illustrated in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: Scheme of User Profiling 

 

Our profiling system consists of the following terms: 

Profile: Each profile includes information about a group of users that share the 

              same demographic background as well as their shopping behaviors and final  

              decisions. 

Level M: The users in this set of profiles have M demographic data in common. The  
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                 maximum number for M is the total number of demographic categories.. 

N (Level M): The number of profiles in Level M. 

Profile M-n: The nth profile in Level M. 

N (Profile M-n): The number of samples from pretest data in Profile M-n. 

 

If we take Level 2 for an example, N (Level 2) = 62 can be described as: 

1) There are 62 profiles in Level 2. 

2) The users in Level 2 have two demographic categories in common. 

3) Table 4-2 shows the top 30 profiles in Level 2, ranked according to the number of 

customers in the profiles. 

4) The first row in Table 4-2: 

i. We call it Profile 2-1 because it has the most number of customers in this 

level. 

ii. N (Profile 2-1) = 179 means number of customers in Profile 2-1 is 179. 

iii. The 179 customers in Profile 2-1 share two pieces of demographic 

information, namely White and Single. 
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Chapter 5 

Hybrid Ranking Method 

 

The previous chapter introduces the design of our filtering system in categorizing the 

customers into different user profiles, which stores “the user's interests (positive as well 

as negative) in specific items” (Shardanand & Maes, 1995) as well as their demographic 

information. However, since each movement or choice a user makes is a significant 

indicator of his/her interests or needs, an adaptive recommendation system should be able 

to adjust itself dynamically while the user is interacting or navigating through the website. 

Therefore, we integrate the demographic filtering approach with other two techniques, 

the “Vector-Space Model” in information retrieval (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) 

and “Association Rules” in data mining (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993; Agrawal 

& Srikant, 1994), into a hybrid ranking system. The Vector-Space Model and Association 

Rules are highly effective tools for analyzing the relationships between/among users’ 

navigation and purchasing behaviors.   

 

5.1 Vector-Space Model 

Information retrieval technology has become a compelling topic as people attempt to 
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overcome the information overload problem. One of the information retrieval techniques 

is the Vector-Space Model, which uses vectors to present two sets of data, such as queries 

and electronic documents. The level of their correlation depends on the similarity of the 

two vectors. For instance, given a query, the most useful document related to the query 

would be the one with the smallest similarity in the vector-space model. The following 

paragraph introduces the Vector-Space Model as an information retrieval tool for 

managing a document database. How this approach is applied in the current e-commerce 

recommendation system is thoroughly discussed in Section 5.1.1 to 5.1.5.   

In their book, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999) state that all documents can 

be described by a set of keywords. Thus, when retrieving information, a system can find a 

target document immediately by comparing the keyword set rather than parsing the whole 

text. However, while the keyword set presents a “logical view” that describes the 

document, it cannot represent the entire document. Therefore, the index terms, the 

minimum set of words from the full text after elimination of  words such as connectives, 

articles and adjectives, are the most efficient way to identify a document. In this project, 

the index term is defined as each product feature that identifies the furniture item.    

 

5.1.1 Definition 

Originally, the vector-space model was designed as a tool for search engines. Since our 

system is a shopping-oriented interface, we have modified its semantic definition to fit 

our e-commerce site. First of all, we treat every product as a document and define the 

user profiles (denoted as Profile M-n) that have been generated by our profiling filtering 

method (see Chapter 4) as the user query. Hence, for any customer, provided with his/her 
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profile, our system can find the closest products using this method. 

Let  be the weight associated with the pair , where . Each user 

profile’s vector  is defined as  where t is the total number of 

index terms (see Section 5.1.2). For each product , its vector is defined a

, , 0
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-dimensional vectors and the angle  

evaluating the degree 

f similarity (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Lee, Chuang, & Seamons 1997). In this 

ilar to the relevant products 

ne that is the closest to the profile 

cosine of angle  between vectors which is defined as: 

ore, a profile  and a product  can be represented as t-

dimensional vectors as shown in Figure 5-1. 

 

 

 
Figure 5-1: t 

 

The vector model is designed to find the correlation of vectors by 

o

project, we assume that 

 relevant products are similar to each other 

 irrelevant products are not sim

 the most relevant product for the profile is the o

 

A common similarity measure, known as the cosine measure, is adopted to find the 
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We also adopt a very common approach, the so-called  method in which the 

weight of a term is determined by two factors: how often the index term  occurs in each 

product/profile (the term frequency  which is shown in Equation 5.2) and how often it 

occurs in the whole product category or user profile (the product/profile frequency ). 

In Equation 5.2,  is the maximum number of overall  which is the 

frequency of index term  found in the product . For example, if the index term 

 does not occur in the product , then its  equals to 0. 

                                                                                                       5.2

          

 

 

Further, let N be the total number of products/profiles. Then the equation of  which 

stands for inverse product frequency would be Equation 5.3. 

                                                                                                                    5.3

          , ,

                  ,

 

 

The term-weighting formula is defined as Equation 5.4. 

 

                                                                                                       5.4  
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Several variations of Equation 5.2 have been proposed in prior works. In our system, we 

adopt the method which is suggested by Salton and Buckley(1988). It is shown in 

Equation 5.5. 

          , 0.5
0.5 ,

,
                                                                                            5.5
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0.5 ,
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Then the new term-weighting method derived from Equation 5.4 is shown in Equation 

5.6. 

 

                                                                     5.6  

 

5.1.2 Index Terms 

In order to progressively obtain and predict personal interests, we cluster products into 

different groups including sofas, chairs, and tables with each webpage displaying exactly 

one product category respectively. The first product page shows sofas only; the second 

page shows the chairs, and the third page displays the tables. In this system design, these 

three product categories share the same equations. 

For example, to recommend our first webpage which shows first product category 

(sofas) to a customer whose user profile is Profile M-n, we first need to define the 

number of index terms (t) to calculate the t-dimensional vectors for Profile M-n and all 

sofas. 
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Table 5-1: The attributes of a sofa 
 

egory dex Terms ( ) Cat  In

ID sofa4  

Name l_S1_M2 Casua sofa_type_1 

Price 1799 sofa_price_3 

Construction 3 sofa_construction_3 

Comfort 3 sofa_comfort_3 

Body Fabric-Blue  

Frame Walnut  

Textile Fabric  

Color Vivid Color sofa_color_8 

Design Medium Wood sofa_design_3 

 

Each product is assigned with an index card which contains all the information 

about that item, including product pictures, product features, its index terms and other 

details. Table 5-1 is an example showing the index card of one sofa product. The index 

cards are for internal use only. The customers are only provided with the product picture 

and the feature information marked in color. 

 Due to the various features of products (see Section 3.3), we define each sofa and 

chair with 6 index terms (type, price, construction, comfort, color and design) and each 

table with 5 index terms (type, price, construction, maintenance and design) according to 

the results in the pretests. In total, there are 24 index terms (t) in the sofa category, 22 in 

the chair category and 17 in the table category. Table 5-2 shows the complete list of all 

index terms for these three categories. The similarity ,  between Profile M-n and 

all the sofas can then be calculated with 24-dimensional vectors, with 22-dimensional 

vectors for chairs, and with 17-dimensonal vectors for tables. The concept is illustrated in 

Figure 5-2. 
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Ta

 

ble 5-2: The list of all index terms in three product categories 
 

Sofas Chairs Tables 

sofa_type_1 chair_type_1 table_type_1 

sofa_type_2 chair_type_2 table_type_2 

sofa_type_3 chair_type_3 table_type_3 

sofa_price_1 chair_price_1 table_price_1 

sofa_price_2 chair_price_2 table_price_2 

sofa_price_3 chair_price_3 table_price_3 

sofa_construction_1 chair_construction_1 table_construction_1 

sofa_construction_2 chair_construction_2 table_construction_2 

so 3 fa_construction_ chair_construction_3 

Index Terms ( ) 

table_construction_3 

sofa_comfort_1 chair_comfort_1 table_maintenance_1 

sofa_comfort_2 chair_comfort_2 table_maintenance_2 

s  ofa_comfort_3 chair_comfort_3 table_maintenance_3 

sofa_color_1 chair_color_1 table_design_1 

sofa_color_2 chair_color_2 table_design_2 

sofa_color_3 chair_color_3 table_design_3 

sofa_color_4 chair_color_4 table_design_4 

sofa_color_5 chair_color_5 table_design_5 

sofa_color_6 chair_color_6  

sofa_color_7 chair_color_7  

sofa_color_8 chair_design_1  

sofa_design_1 chair_design_2  

sofa_design_2 chair_design_3  

sofa_design_3   

sofa_design_4   

 

                     , where j = {sofa1, sofa2, …, sofa51} 

             

                                                          (Profile M-n) 
 

Figure 5-2: 24-dimensional vectors and the angle  for all sofas and the Profile M-n 
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5.1.3 Product Vector  

In Equation 5.5, whenever an index term  occurs in the product ,  would be 

always equal to 1, because it occurs exactly once in any product . Also,  

would always be equal to 1 since  is either equal to 1 or 0. Consequently, for any 

index terms ( ) that occur in any product category  (sofas, chairs, or tables),  

would be always equal to 1. This is demonstrated in the following equation. 

,

,

,

,

          , 0.5
0.5 ,

,
0.5

0.5 1
1 1                                                     5.7  

,

18

 Casual” 

fro

 

On the other hand,  is simply equal to 0 if the index term  never occurs in the 

product . 

 
The product frequency  is defined as how often the index term  occurs in the 

whole products collection . For example, in the first row in Table 5-3,  means 

there are 18 sofas in the sofa category  (where j=sofa1~sofa51) that are “Type – 

(index term  = “sofa_type_1”), 16 that are “Type - Modern”, and the rest are “Type - 

Traditional”. Therefore, we can always get the exact size of the product category by 

adding up  m each feature category (which is 51 for sofas). For example, the 

summing  when the feature category is “design” (sofa_design1~sofa_design4) is equal 

to 6+8+24+13=51. In addition, since we have  for each index term  and the N is 51 in 

the sofa category, we can compute .  The results are shown in Table 5-2.  
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Table 5-3: The Index Terms ( ),  and  of sofa category for  

Feature Category Index Terms ( )  
Type Casual sofa_type_1 18 0.452298 

 Modern sofa_type_2 16 0.50345 

 Traditional sofa_type_3 17 0.477121 

price Cheap sofa_price_1 12 0.628389 

 Fine sofa_price_2 18 0.452298 

 Expensive sofa_price_3 21 0.385351 

construction Fair sofa_construction_1 17 0.477121 

 Good sofa_construction_2 22 0.365148 

 Superior sofa_construction_3 12 0.628389 

comfort Fair sofa_comfort_1 16 0.50345 

 Good sofa_comfort_2 15 0.531479 

 Superior sofa_comfort_3 20 0.40654 

color Dark Color sofa_color_1 4 1.10551 

 Dark Neutral sofa_color_2 13 0.593627 

 Green sofa_color_3 4 1.10551 

 Light Neutral sofa_color_4 2 1.40654 

 Light Color sofa_color_5 3 1.23045 

 Medium Color sofa_color_6 2 1.40654 

 Pattern sofa_color_7 11 0.666178 

 Vivid Color sofa_color_8 12 0.628389 

design Dark Wood sofa_design_1 6 0.929419 

 Light Wood sofa_design_2 8 0.80448 

 Medium Wood sofa_design_3 24 0.327359 

 Metal sofa_design_4 13 0.593627 

 

 

Using Equation 5.8, 24-dimensional vectors for all sofas can then be calculated.  

For the purpose of efficiency, the results shown in Table 5-2 were computed 

offline and stored in our database since all these results are static to all profiles until we 

modify the products design and attributes in the future. 

           , … , , ,                                                                                    

           , ,
 ,     

 0       ,    
                                                    5.8  
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5.1.4 User Profile Vector  

In this section, we use Profile 1-5 (the group of users who have the same major – 

Business and Finance) as an example to demonstrate the process in generating t-

dimensional vectors for all profiles. By the rules mentioned in Chapter 4, the users in this 

profile share only one condition in common, their major – Business and Finance.  Thus, 

their profile belongs to Level 1. In addition, because the number of users in this profile is 

138, which is the 5th largest in Level 1, this group is denoted as Profile 1-5 with N(Profile 

1-5)=138. 

The vectors of Profiles 1-5 and sofas will be 24-dimensional, as per the discussion 

in the previous section. One thing we have to mention carefully is that , which stood 

for product frequency in a product category in previous section, will stand for profile 

frequency here. Profile frequency  means how often the index term  occurs among 

all the final choices (see Table 3-2) from the users in this profile. Table 5-4 shows the 

results of profile frequency  with all the index terms ( ) in Profiles 1-5. For each 

category, the sum of  is equal to the size of pretest samples in this profile. For example, 

the  in construction category, 37+57+44 = N(Profile 1-5) =138. Also,  can be 

calculated in Equation 5.3 where N equals to 138. 

, ,

,

he , 0.5

 , / , 0.5 0.5 22/93 0.61828, where index ter ) 

To compute  for this profile, in Equation 5.5,  is simply equal to the 

profile frequency . Therefore, looking for  is equal to finding the 

maximum of all  which is 93 from Profile 1-5. For example, t

0.5 m (

is “sofa_comfort_1”. 
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Table 5-4: The Index Terms ( ), and  of sofas collection in Profile 1-5 

Feature Category Index Terms ( )  
Type Casual sofa_type_1 61 

 Modern sofa_type_2 71 

 Traditional sofa_type_3 6 

price Cheap sofa_price_1 37 

 Fine sofa_price_2 55 

 Expensive sofa_price_3 46 

construction Fair sofa_construction_1 37 

 Good sofa_construction_2 57 

 Superior sofa_construction_3 44 

comfort Fair sofa_comfort_1 22 

 Good sofa_comfort_2 23 

 Superior sofa_comfort_3 93 

color Dark Color sofa_color_1 14 

 Dark Neutral sofa_color_2 60 

 Green sofa_color_3 4 

 Light Neutral sofa_color_4 10 

 Light Color sofa_color_5 0 

 Medium Color sofa_color_6 10 

 Pattern sofa_color_7 4 

 Vivid Color sofa_color_8 36 

design Dark Wood sofa_design_1 21 

 Light Wood sofa_design_2 0 

 Medium Wood sofa_design_3 61 

 Metal sofa_design_4 56 

 

 

According to the  and  just mentioned, the term-weighting method for 

user profiles is shown in Equation 5.9. 

,

, … , , ,                                                                                    

           , ,
,  ,     

  0                    ,    
                                      5.9  
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5.1.5 Similarity of  and  

Currently, fifty-one 24-dimensional vectors have been generated in the sofa category  

(see Section 5.1.3) and profile  (see Section 5.1.4) for sofa recommendation. The 

similarity measure we are using is the cosine measure (Equation 5-1), meaning that he 

more similar two 24-dimensional vectors are, the higher the value returned from the 

cosine measure. The highest score is 1 and occurs when the angle  between the two 

vectors is 0. Table 5-3 shows the top 10 results of similarity between sofa collection  

and Profile 1-5 . 

 

Table 5-5: The top 10 ranking results of sofas for Profile 1-5 
 

Rank. Sofa ID Index Terms Score 

1 sofa37 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_2 sofa_construction_3 

0.522742 
sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_6 sofa_design_4 

2 sofa20 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_2 sofa_construction_2 

0.492883 
sofa_comfort_2 sofa_color_6 sofa_design_4 

3 sofa6 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_3 sofa_construction_1 

0.480126 
sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_1 sofa_design_1 

4 sofa29 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_2 sofa_construction_1 

0.47925 
sofa_comfort_1 sofa_color_1 sofa_design_1 

5 sofa14 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_1 sofa_construction_1 

0.455206 
sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_2 sofa_design_4 

6 sofa7 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_2 sofa_construction_3 

0.453516 
sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_8 sofa_design_4 

7 sofa18 
sofa_type_1 sofa_price_3 sofa_construction_2 

0.452478 
sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_4 sofa_design_3 

8 sofa10 
sofa_type_2 sofa_price_3 sofa_construction_3 

0.452206 
sofa_comfort_2 sofa_color_8 sofa_design_1 

9 sofa25 
 

sofa_type_2 sofa_price_1 sofa_construction_2 
0.450729 

sofa_comfort_3 sofa_color_2 sofa_design_4 

10 sofa49 
 

sofa_type_1 sofa_price_3 sofa_construction_2 
0.445869 

sofa_comfort_2 sofa_color_4 sofa_design_3 
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5.1.6 User Relevance Feedback 

Relevance feedback is the most popular query reformulation strategy. Presented with a 

ranked list of products , the user’s real-time interactions not only give feedback on the 

products that have been recommended but also provide relevant information to generate 

future predictions. There are two ways to increase the accuracy of our ranked product list: 

expand the set of index terms in Profile , and adjust the term weights in Profile . The 

expected effect is that the new Profile  will be moved towards the relevant products and 

away from the non-relevant products. Early studies, such as Smart System [6], have 

shown significant improvement for small test collections when relevance feedback is 

used (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). 

q

The definitions of some additional terminology used regarding the processing of a 

given Profile  are as follows: 

: original query  

q : modified query  

p: original profile (for sofas and chairs) 

p : modified profile (for chairs and tables) 

| |

 : a set of index terms of products that the system is going to recommend based   

        on the user’s dynamic feedback on the products that have been suggested.   

: the size (number) of   

: t-dimensional vectors representing  (t: the number of index terms of a 

      product collection) 
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, ,

          

: tuning constants 

 

There are three classic ways to calculate the modified query. The first is 

Ide_Dec_Hi, which is the one adopted in the current system. The original Ide_Dec_Hi 

equation is shown below: 

                                                    5.10  

          

 

The denotation  is a reference to the highest ranked non-relevant 

document (product). However, since the current shopping interface does not provide the 

function for the consumers to simply vote on products they are not interested in at all 

(non-relevant), this parameter is not considered. Therefore, the adapted equation is: 

                                                                                                    5.11  

1 ixed 

. The main adv e 

he 

 all 

 the fact 

ics. 

nterface, because the consumers make multiple 

choices

 

 

In the original formulation, Rochio [7] fixed  and Ide [7] f

1 antages of the three relevance feedback techniques mentioned abov

are their simplicity and their strong ability to lead to significantly improved results. T

simplicity is due to the fact that the modified term weights are computed directly from

products. The improvement in results is observed experimentally and is due to

that the modified profile vector does reflect a portion of the intended profile semant

Nevertheless, on this e-commerce i

 of items they are interested in rather than simply voting for the ones they 

consider “relevant”, whether their choices are relevant to the recommendations are
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analyzed and revealed by the system. For this reason, we consider the multiple choices of 

all products from each product category (sofa, chair and table) consumers made as the set 

of relevant products  defined by consumers. 

A major diffe nce between the original re User Relevance Feedback and our system 

is that for User Relevance Feedback (Equation 5.10), after receiving the user’s feedback, 

the modified query  is the modification of original query ; however, in this project, 

instead of re-weighting the profile  on the sofa list and re-ranking the sofa 

recommendation list after the cons mer has chosen his/her favorite sofas, the

change the presentation order of the next product category, chair, by weighting the 

profile 

u  system will 

 on the chair recommendation list. 

or example, assume that a consumer in Profile 1-5 logs into the website. F As soon 

as he/she logs in, the rankings of all the three product categories will be ready but only 

the sofa lists will be provided. The ranking of all sofas is represented by   , an

the ranking of chair collection is represented by   

d 

. At the moment when he/she 

picks up the favorite sofas and click “Next” onto age, the index terms of these 

picked sofas will be considered as user relevance feedback. The system will re-rank the 

original ranking   

 the chair p

 by weighting those index terms. So, the  in Equation 5.11

is   

 

, and    is what the system is looking for. Figure 5-3 shows the 

sc strate t cess when a customer in Profile 1-5, denoted as  , 

visits the e-commerce website. 

However, since the three

heme to illu he above pro

 product categories do not share any index terms (see 

Table 5  -2), the system has to rely on another technique, association rules, to determine

the relationships between index terms and product categories. 
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Figure 5-3: A scheme to demonstrate the procedure of generating 
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adapted) 
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see Figure 5-5 for the Association Rules in detail) 
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Association Rules (X=>Y) 
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5.2 Association Rules 

Association rules (Agrawal et al., 1993; Agrawal & Srikant, 1994) have been commonly 

used in data mining technology. “Data mining is, in some ways, an extension of statistics, 

with a few artificial intelligence and machine learning twists thrown in. (Thearling 

It is used to discover some hidden but meaningful or interesting information by analyzin

a large amount of data stored in the database. 

1995)” 

g 

, , … , , … ,

 In data mining (Dunham 2003), Association Rules is an approach that analyzes 

the characteristics between sets of data in order to find out those similar patterns or 

relationships that have been highly relied on in merchandising. By analyzing the patterns 

of the customers’ purchase behaviors, association rules are able to reveal the preferences 

of products, correlations between each purchase and further predict the consumers’ 

choices. For example, when one product is often purchased with another one, there is an 

association. This technique is frequently used by retail stores to assist in areas such as 

marketing, advertising, product promotion, and product placement.  

 However, the traditional store can only find out the relationships from previous 

behaviors. By applying association rule technology to e-commerce interfaces, the 

adaptive system can not only find out a user’s preferences based on the shopping history, 

but also adjust the presentation of products dynamically according to the user’s 

navigation behaviors. 

 

5.2.1 Definition 

“Given a set of items  and a database of transactions  
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where  and , an association rule is an implication of the form 

 where ,  are sets of items called itemsets and  (Dunham 2003).” 

, , … ,

The support (s) for an association rule  is the percentage of transactions in 

the database that contain , and the confidence (α) for an association rule  is 

the ratio of the number of transactions that contain  to the number of transactions 

that contain X. [5] 

The Apriori algorithm is one of the prevailing techniques to find association rules 

(Agrawal, et al., 1993; Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). ARMiner (Cristofor 2000) is a client-

server data mining application specialized in finding association rules. We resort to this 

software and run experiments with the Apriori algorithm to find the association rules. 

ARMiner requires a special data format to generate association rules; so, we first write 

some PHP scripts to massage the data into the correct format for all user profiles (82 in 

total). Since part of our hybrid ranking method is an on-line process, if there are too many 

association rules for each profile, the efficiency will drop dramatically. However, for 

some profiles, the number of association rules is too few, which may negatively influence 

on our hybrid ranking method as well. Therefore, it is crucial to have a reasonable 

number of association rules for every profile when designing this system. In order to find 

out the most appropriate settings, we have experimented on different hypothetical settings 

of support and confidence. The results indicate the best performance for support=0.4 and 

confidence=0.7. 
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5.2.2 Implementation 

Currently, there are only three product categories in our system. Based on the 

arrangements of product placement on this shopping interface, there are three 

associations that we are interested in: the choices between “sofa and chair”, “chair and 

table”, and “sofa and table”, shown in Figure 5-4: 

 

Rule Group 1: , where  (sofa category), and  (chair category) 

Rule Group 2: , where  (chair category), and  (table category) 

Rule Group 3: , where  (sofa category), and  (table category) 

 
 
                                                                     Rule Group 1 

 
Sofa 

Category 

 
Chair 

Category 
 

 
 

 
Table 

Category 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                    Rule Group 2 
 
 
                                                                                                             Rule Group 3 

 
Figure 5-4: Association rules in this adaptive system 

 

After login, the first webpage presented is the personalized product presentation 

of sofa category that has been ranked by profile. The user is allowed to choose multiple 

sofas that he/she is interested in. Then he/she can continue to the chair page, choose some 

chairs, and finally proceed to the table page. Therefore, only the presentation of chairs 
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and tables need to be re-ranked. This is done by re-weighting technique mentioned in 

Equation 5.11.  

The information for re-ranking the chairs is in Rule Group 1,  the =set of 

association rules that deal with sofa and chair preferences. For the re-ranking of tables, 

we will need to check on both Rule Group 2 and Rule Group 3.  

For example, Table 5-6 shows the results of all the Rule Groups on Profile 1-5 

with the parameters support=0.4 and confidence=0.7, and Figure 5-5 shows the scheme 

to complement Figure 5-3. The association rules stored in our Association Rules 

Database are the correlations of index terms of each item in the three product categories.  

Accordingly, we analyze the index terms of the sofas chosen by customer .  

 

Table 5-6: Association Rules for Profile 1-5 with support = 0.4 and confidence = 0.7 
 

X Index Terms of 
X Y Index Terms of  

Y support confidence 

Rule Group 1 

Sofa Design - Metal sofa_design_4 Chair Design - Metal chair_design_3 0.405797 1 
Sofa Design - 
Medium Wood sofa_design_3 Chair Design - 

Medium Wood chair_design_2 0.442029 1 

Sofa Color - Dark 
Neutral sofa_color_2 Chair Color - Dark 

Neutral chair_color_1 0.434783 1 

Sofa Comfort - 
Superior sofa_comfort_3 Chair Comfort - 

Superior chair_comfort_3 0.521739 0.774194 

Sofa Type - Modern sofa_type_2 Chair Design - Metal chair_design_3 0.405797 0.788732 

Sofa Type - Casual sofa_type_1 Chair Design - 
Medium Wood chair_design_2 0.442029 0.95082 

Rule Group 2 

Chair Design - Metal chair_design_3 Table Design - Metal table_design_5 0.405797 1 
Chair Design - 
Medium Wood chair_design_2 Table Design - 

Medium Wood table_design_4 0.442029 1 

Rule Group 3 

Sofa Design - Metal sofa_design_4 Table Design - Metal table_design_5 0.405797 1 
Sofa Design - 
Medium Wood sofa_design_3 Table Design - 

Medium Wood table_design_4 0.442029 1 

Sofa Type - Modern sofa_type_2 Table Design - Metal table_design_5 0.405797 0.788732 

Sofa Type - Casual sofa_type_1 Table Design - 
Medium Wood table_design_4 0.442029 0.95082 
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         X = {sofa15, sofa32, sofa44} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       

 

                                                                (original) 

Association Rules 
Database  

(For each Profile)

Association Rules (X=>Y) 
 

1. Analyzing Index Terms of X 
 

2. Sending Index Terms of X to 
Association Rules Database 
 

3. Association Rules Database is 
finding the corresponding Index 
Terms of Y (X=>Y) 
(See Table 5-4) 
 

4. Receiving Index Terms of Y 
 

5. Appling Index Terms of Y to the 
original User Profile 
(See Equation 5.11) 

    Index Terms of Y 

 

     (Equation 5.11) 

 

        (adapted) 

 
Figure 5-5: A scheme to demonstrate the procedure of generating 

recommendations on the first two product categories for a customer C  
(continue Figure 5-3) 

 

 

These index terms are collectively taken to be the set X and are sent to our 

Association Rules Database. In the phase from the sofa category X to chair category Y, 

only Rule Group 1 is applicable. Our Association Rules Database will return the index 

terms of Y. For instance, if the 3rd rule (3rd row) of Rule Group 1 in Table 5-6 matches the 
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X, the association rule method is expressing that users who purchase a sofa with color 

“Dark Neutral” tend to purchase a chair with color “Dark Neutral” at the same time with 

a 52% probability. Afterwards, for the index terms of chairs which meet Y, we impose 

more weight on them to cater to the interest of this customer . 
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Chapter 6 

System Implementation 

 

In Chapters 4 and 5, we have thoroughly discussed the techniques employed, including 

user profiling, vector-space models, user relevance feedback, and association rules, and 

the reasons why they were adopted in this system. To illustrate how this system works in 

practice, this chapter elaborates on the functions of these techniques and how they 

progressively cater the VR e-commerce website to the user’s needs by giving an example 

using the false user . 

  

 

6.1 Procedures 

At the moment when user  logs in, the user profiling system (see Chapter 4) begins 

analyzing his demographic information and determines that Profile 1-5 (Major: Business 

& Finance) is the most suitable user profile for him. Since the hybrid ranking method (see 

Section 5.1.1~5.1.5) has already generated the ranking of every profile (20 profiles from 

Level 1 and 62 from Level 2) on all the product categories during the off-line process, the 

ranking of sofas, denoted as , the ranking of chairs   
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, and the 

ranking of table     are ready to be extracted (see Equation 5.9).  



The first page customer  exposed to is the sofa page with product 

recommendation list     (see Table 5-5). Customer  chooses some sofas that 

he is interested in, e.g. “sofa14”, “sofa8”, and “sofa46,” and moves on to the next product 

category (chair).  Instead of directly showing the original ranking    , the 

system first takes into account the three sofas that have been chosen as user relevance 

feedback (see Section 5.1.6) and re-arranges the presentation order. 

To apply the relevance feedback from the chosen sofas of customer   to 

generate a further personalized ranking order to present the chairs, we use association 

rules (see Section 5.2) to re-weight and rearrange the original   . In Equation 

5.11, =    , and   , where . The new equation 

derived from Equation 5.11 is shown as below: 

1

                                                                                    6.1  

6 3

 

Meanwhile, Table 6-1 shows the list of index terms of the three sofas chosen by 

customer . Parameter “frequency” means the number of times an index term appears 

in the whole user relevance feedback set (sofa14, sofa8, and sofa46). Therefore, since 

every sofa has 6 index terms (see Section 5.1.2) and 3 sofas are chosen, the total 

frequency is equal to 18 . 

After parsing the index terms from the three sofas, the system finds out the 

correlations of features between all previous choices (at this stage, sofas only) and the 

products in the next category (chairs). Then, Rule Group 1 is implemented before 

showing the chair page (see Section 5.2.2 and Figure 5-4). To search for applicable  
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Table 6-1: List of index terms of sofa8, sofa14, and sofa46 as relevance feedback 
 

Index Terms frequency 

sofa_type_2 1 

sofa_price_1 1 

sofa_construction_1 1 

sofa_comfort_3 2 

sofa_color_2 3 

sofa_design_4 1 

sofa_type_3 1 

sofa_price_3 1 

sofa_construction_2 2 

sofa_comfort_1 1 

sofa_design_1 1 

sofa_type_1 1 

sofa_price_2 1 

sofa_design_3 1 

 

association rules from Rule Group 1, we consider the index terms from Table 6-1 as input 

X (see Table 5-6). Table 6-2 shows the results from the previous matching process. 

Parameter “frequency” indicates the importance of this rule and will be considered the 

weight. 

 

Table 6-2: the association rules applicable for the three relevance feedback 
 

X Index Terms of 
X Y Index Terms of  

Y support frequency 

Rule Group 1 

Sofa Design - Metal sofa_design_4 Chair Design - Metal chair_design_3 0.405797 1 
Sofa Color - Dark 

Neutral sofa_color_2 Chair Color - Dark 
Neutral chair_color_1 0.434783 3 

Sofa Comfort - 
Superior sofa_comfort_3 Chair Comfort - 

Superior chair_comfort_3 0.521739 2 

Sofa Type - Casual sofa_type_1 Chair Design - 
Medium Wood chair_design_2 0.442029 1 

 

After analysis, a set of relevant index terms of chairs ( ) has been generated, as 

shown in Table 6-2. These terms are then re-weighted as shown in Equation 6.2. 
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                                                                                    6.2   

          where D chair_design_3|chair_color_1|chair_comfort_3|chair_design_2

  

 
 
 

6.2 Comparison 

After obtaining the results of association rules, the new ranking ( ) for 

customer  can be calculated with Equation 6.2. The analysis shows that the three 

sofas selected by this customer  share the same index term “sofa_color_2”, and that 

index term matches one association rule, which shows that in this demographic profile 

(Level 1-5), people who prefer sofas with attribute “sofa_color_2” as X are more likely to 

purchase chairs with attribute “chair_color_1” as Y (43% probability) (see Table 6-2). In 

order to observe the improvement, we highlight the chairs with attribute “chair_color_1” 

which is “Dark Neutral” in field Color.  

  

The order of product presentation on the chair page for customer  is 

remarkably changed after personalization according to the preferences in the sofa 

category. To exemplify how the rankings are different, the original top 15 ranking orders 

 (generated solely based on the demographic information of ) are shown 

in Table 6-3, with the new    shown in Table 6-4. 

When this customer  selects one or multiple chairs and move on to the next 

group of product collection (table), this process will be applied the same manner. For 

example,  will be   ,  will be    , and the feasible association 

rules will be from Rule Group 2 and Rule Group 3. 
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Table 6-3: The original    
 

Rank ID Name  Price Construction Comfort Color Design Score 

1 chair19 Casual_C1_M1 799 3 3 Light Neutral Dark Wood 0.699846

2 chair24 Modern_C1_M3 799 2 3 Light Neutral Metal 0.661431

3 chair23 Modern_C1_M2 599 2 3 Vivid Color Metal 0.656987

4 chair32 Modern_C1_M2 399 2 2 Vivid Color Metal 0.655437

5 chair10 Modern_C1_M3 599 3 2 Light Neutral Metal 0.642899

6 chair22 Casual_C1_M3 399 2 3 Light Neutral Medium Wood 0.634672

7 chair6 Casual_C1_M2 599 1 2 Light Color Dark Wood 0.630066

8 chair30 Modern_C2_M3 999 2 3 Dark Neutral Metal 0.62499 

9 chair37 Modern_C2_M1 399 1 1 Vivid Color Metal 0.615999

10 chair1 Modern_C2_M3 799 3 2 Dark Neutral Metal 0.613251

11 chair20 Casual_C1_M2 999 3 1 Light Color Dark Wood 0.609954

12 chair9 Casual_C1_M1 999 2 1 Light Neutral Dark Wood 0.596406

13 chair11 Casual_C2_M2 999 1 3 Light Neutral Medium Wood 0.593041

14 chair13 Trad_C1_M2 199 2 3 Dark Neutral Medium Wood 0.59108 

15 chair3 Casual_C2_M3 999 3 3 Medium Neutral Medium Wood 0.582712

 
Table 6-4: The adapted    

 
Rank ID Name Price Construction Comfort Color Design Score 

1 chair19 Casual_C1_M1 799 3 3 Light Neutral Dark Wood 0.526992

2 chair30 Modern_C2_M3 999 2 3 Dark Neutral Metal 0.52439 

3 chair23 Modern_C1_M2 599 2 3 Vivid Color Metal 0.51593 

4 chair13 Trad_C1_M2 199 2 3 Dark Neutral Medium Wood 0.513958

5 chair5 Modern_C1_M3 999 2 1 Light Neutral Metal 0.502099

6 chair6 Casual_C1_M2 599 1 2 Light Color Dark Wood 0.496313

7 chair32 Modern_C1_M2 399 2 2 Vivid Color Metal 0.492996

8 chair3 Casual_C2_M3 999 3 3 Medium Neutral Medium Wood 0.488453

9 chair1 Modern_C2_M3 799 3 2 Dark Neutral Metal 0.484601

10 chair33 Trad_C2_M3 999 3 3 Medium Color Medium Wood 0.481729

11 chair20 Casual_C1_M2 999 3 1 Light Color Dark Wood 0.47993 

12 chair24 Modern_C1_M3 799 2 3 Light Neutral Metal 0.479031

13 chair22 Casual_C1_M3 399 2 3 Light Neutral Medium Wood 0.470293

14 chair37 Modern_C2_M1 399 1 1 Vivid Color Metal 0.468112

15 chair11 Casual_C2_M2 999 1 3 Light Neutral Medium Wood 0.4649 
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6.3 Discussion 

It has been argued that the user profiles generated based only on demographics or 

stereotypes cannot provide adequate information about the user to make a precise and 

personalized prediction (Burke, 2002; Montaner, Lopez, & Rosa, 2003; Wei, Moreau, & 

Jenning, 2005). In the example discussed earlier in this chapter, despite the fact that users 

in “Profile 1-5” tend to select the chairs in a certain way,    , , this 

customer  might have different tastes or needs from the majority of other users in 

Profile 1-5. Therefore, with an attempt to overcome the generalization problem and cater 

to the user’s individual needs, other techniques such as association rules from data 

mining have been employed in this system to find out the relationships between each 

choice and what product features are the primary factors in the user’s purchase decision 

making. Using the same example from Section 6.2, because “chair_color_1” was found 

to be one of the critical product attributes, the system automatically reweights this index 

term and rearranges the presentation order of the chairs. 

  

By comparing the original ranking and new ranking, listed in Table 6-3 and Table 

6-4 respectively, we notice that chairs with color attributes “Dark Neutral” advance 

including “chair30” moves from top 8 to top 2; “chair1” from 9 to 8; “chair13” from14 to 

4, which even outranks “chair1”. This could be due to a match of another index term, e.g. 

“chair_comfort_3” as Y in finding the association rules (sofa_comfort_3 => 

chair_comfort_3). 

The results demonstrate that while   is made during the off-line phase, 

  , the outcome of on-line analyses, can differ for each individual user and 

his/her dynamic interactivities. Our hybrid ranking system is self-learning and able to 
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personalize the product presentation gradually as the users interact and give feedback. As 

the number of users and interactions increases, the system will predict choices with more 

accuracy and will be more efficient with its recommendations. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

7.1 Complete of work 

This recommendation system is designed as an integration of the prevalent 3D virtual 

reality technology to establish a vivid and personalized shopping environment for 

customers. The recommendations are generated based on the users’ demographic 

information as well as their dynamic navigation behaviors, such as product choices. 

Several techniques have been employed in this system including web usage mining, user 

profiling, hybrid ranking approaches, vector-spaced models and association rules.  

Initially, we create multi-dimensional vector models to represent the associations 

between user profiles and products. Then, by performing the cosine measure on every 

pair of vectors to find their similarity, the system can successfully predict the user’s 

interests and recommend products based on the quantitative scores. The higher the score 

of the products in our recommendation list, the more reliable it is to the users. In this 

project, our user profiling method maintains a hierarchical scheme to manage clustered 

groups based on their demographic information. Within these user profiles, we have 

successfully discovered some user shopping inclination from antecedent choices toward 
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further possible decisions by means of association rules. 

This system also adjusts itself to satisfy users’ individual needs by integrating 

their real-time responses as user relevance feedback with the specific recommendations 

generated from their profiles. On an e-commerce website, log data are often important 

indicators of the user’s needs and interests. Therefore, by applying data mining 

techniques (such as association rules and sequential pattern discovery) to the log and 

user’s personal data, some hidden but useful or interesting patterns can be found. We 

believe that this recommendation system, which is built upon both the user’s personal 

data and dynamic behaviors, can adapt to each user progressively and finally achieve its 

maximum effectiveness. 

 

7.2 Limitation 

Despite the successful application on VRIS (http://www.vr-solution.com/), a furniture 

shopping website, the system has some inherited limitations. First of all, because some 

demographic data change from time to time (e.g., age and income), the information 

stored in user profiles may not be accurate until the user updates. In addition, 3D virtual 

reality technique requires more advanced graphical components of the computers. If a 

user visits this website on a computer that does not meet these requirements, the poor 

quality would largely reduce the precision of the user’s decision or even prohibit the use 

of the system. 

Running experiments with association rules and calculating the similarity of 

multi-dimensional vectors are time-consuming tasks that involve parsing and a 

prearranged data format. As the number of products increases, the number of attributes 
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(index terms), the number of correlation patterns, and the size of multi-dimensional 

vectors will have to be increased. Then, the latency problem (the system is not able to 

keep up with the pace of the user) may become an issue. In that case, the number of 

attributes extracted from products must be compressed into essentials only, rather than 

taking all the product features into consideration. 

 

7.3 Future work 

Currently, we create and manage our user profiles hierarchically based mainly on 

demographic information. However, our user matching techniques can be designed to 

expand the definition of personal information in user profiles by classifying and 

quantifying the conceptual aspects of users, such as lifestyles and personalities. Also, 

although the current system is a self-learning device, an optional profile training program, 

such as the one used in voice recognition technology, can be implemented with personal 

inquisition questionnaires so that the users could inform the system of his/her own 

preferences to mutually optimize the effectiveness of the recommendation system.  

Additionally, in order to improve the quality of recommendations, a measurement 

to find out the variation between the ranking generated by the system and the user’s real 

choices can be included to evaluate the performance and satisfaction. This could be done 

by measuring 1) the similarity between vectors of the adapted suggestions list and the 

user’s product selection, 2) the ratio of final decision to the top 6 ranked items, and 3) the 

score of user final decision. 

With the significant impact of 3D virtual reality on e-commerce, it is an ongoing 

project to explore every possibility to enhance the flexibility and convenience of 
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interactions with the system.  This is because the more the shopping environment 

resembles the real world, the more precise the purchase decisions will be. Figure 7-1 

presents the planning layout of our future website. By doing so, more useful and 

meaningful patterns and navigational trails could be revealed for further analysis.  

Finally, in a study proposed by Granka, Joachims and Gay (2004), it is suggested 

that the relationship between how on-line users browse abstracts and how they select 

links for further exploration of an article can be exposed by tracking their eye movements. 

Similarly, this technique could be introduced into the system by tracking the consumers’ 

eye movements to discover their favorite products or the features they interest them most. 

It is our ultimate goal to offer the customers a 3D virtual reality environment and 

dynamic adapting functions with the employment of multiple indicators of users’ 

shopping behaviors to precisely personalize the e-commerce site for each individual.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 7-1: the new interface of our website 
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